This article analyzes the potentials and limits of the free software culture and the products derived from it in what concerns the promotion of economic and social development in the o te tà ofà theà e à e o o à a dà theà alte ati esà toà it.à Ità e a i esà theà i e ti esà a dà constraints to innovation, in its different senses, generated by free softwares as goods technically distinct from proprietary software and developed on the basis of specific values and interests. It also reflects on their limitations and capabilities in relation of the promotion of development strategies aimed not only at economic growth based on technological improvement, but especially at generating social opportunities.
Introduction: The ew e o o o te t
In the last decades of the twentieth century, a structured set of changes combined with the development of new information and communication technologies (NICTs) to accelerate the process of broad, collective transformations occurring in the world at large. In the new setting, countries across the planet steadily embarked on a dynamic of increasing interdependence that caused the emergence of new forms of interaction between the cultural, political and economic fields. Although the changes in question did not affect every world region to the same degree and cannot be said to be the result of a straightforward, irreversible complex of global transformations (Cocco, 2011; Santos, 2011) , it is safe to say that they are the expression of a number of phenomena that are becoming hegemonic and whose consequences and characteristics cannot be ignored, given their impact on decisionmaking, especially in politically and economically dominant societies (Guesser, 2011) .
Because of this dynamic of collective transformations coupled with rapid technical
de elop e t,à aà e à e o o à took shape. In the new environment, profitability and competitiveness -theà a tualà dete i a tsà ofà te h ologi alà i ovation and productivity g o th (Castells, 2010: 136) From then on, the pursuit of economic innovation -based on the ability to speed up the whole process of rolling out new products and services across the market -has become the main strategy for business expansion and the most important means of beating the o petitio .àTheà e àe o o àisài e t i a leàf o àtheàu e di gàsea hàfo à e àpote tialà consumers, seen as opportunities to add to the amount of accumulated capital. This largely explains why the new technologies get to be created and disseminated at such great speed (Castells, 2001) .
At the same time, the hegemonic economic context also contains multiple tensions arising from its internal constraints, which in turn derive, among other reasons, from the fact that the legitimacy of any challenge to the social order as dictated by the market and by technological advances is undermined (Martín-Barbero, 2006) . Within that order extending f o à theà e te à toà theà pe iphe ies,à glo alizatio à uildsà upo à aà d a i à thatà o e tsà everything it deems instrumentally valuable -individuals, companies and institutions -while disconnecting all that is not perceived as relevant under this logic (Bauman, 1998) . Thus the e à e o o à a dà itsà a ata s,à su hà asà theà o eptsà ofà so iet à a dà k o ledgeà economy, basically depend on the inertia of the traditional systems that define the conditions for knowledge production and reproduction, which are often marked by all sorts of authoritarianisms and impositions (Orozco Gómez, 2006 ).
In the current economic environment, states and international regulatory bodies play a major role in perpetuating the existing objective conditions with regard to knowledge, as it is they that stipulate institutional restrictions to the access and dissemination of information and knowledge, turning them into commodities (Albagli and Maciel, 2011) . Thus, the level of control and concentration of the resou esà see à asà st ategi à fo à theà e à e o o à hasà increased, through a strengthening of the mechanisms for protecting intellectual property rights, as has been the case with software development since software started being privatized on a large scale a few decades ago.
While it is clear that there is a collective downside to the emergence of the new forms of domination and inequality observed in the aftermath of the capitalist restructuring of the late 20 th century and during the globalization process thatàshapedàtheà e àe o o ài àtheà same period, the changes currently under way present us with a complex set of phenomena that are at once negative and positive, as well as deeply ambiguous and unpredictable at times (Kellner, 2003) . The complexity of this whole context therefore requires a critical perspective that allows for its various aspects to be properly assessed. Furthermore, such a pe spe ti eàshouldà e ai àskepti alàofàtheàlegiti atio àofàtheà e àe i o e t sàideologi alà discourse while acknowledging the relevance of the phenomena that constitute it, in order to be able to assert and explore its positive aspects (Best and Kellner, 2001; Kellner, 2002) .
Since the new information and communication technologies play a leading role as a resource used by globalization to mobilize various flows of goods, information, people and capital in increasingly interconnected societies, economies and cultures (Castells, 2010) , the complexity of our current scenario is inevitably present also in the modes of creating and appropriating these technical innovations, which may either cause great harm to the human species or generate new ideas, wealth and major developments in the global arena (Kellner, 2003) . Thus, the history of how personal computers (PCs) were first created and popularized, the practices and values of the early software development communities, and the emergence and spread of the Internet, 1 all show that the development of NICTs is the product of a variety of social and cultural interactions that are partly conflicting, partly complementary, and partly also a result of theàlogi àofàtheà e àe o o .
Among the sociocultural phenomena incubated in the period of far-reaching changes that marked these past few decades, the culture of free software stands out for its ability to promote both proximity to and an almost insurmountable distance from the sphere of the organizations, institutions and values that are dominant in the contemporary economic scene. Thus, unlike those approaches that tend to focus on only one side of the coin, the present article examines the multiple aspects of the potentials and limits of free software ultu e,à i à a dà e o dà theà logi à ofà theà e à e o o . In other words, it looks into how free software culture promotes development through strategies that are embedded in an environment of economic competition and characterized by the constant need to generate new knowledge, and it analyses its potential for social inclusion and empowerment, rather than dwelling solely on the restrictions of a logic based on the perpetuation of widespread asymmetries and exclusions. and preservation of what became known as free software (Silveira, 2004; Coleman, 2010) .
For Stallman and his followers, the source code and the potential for sharing were the basis for the strong connection between the community of developers and the culture of programming, which was rapidly falling apart at the time. In 1983, in an attempt to prevent this culture from becoming extinct, Stallman launched an alternative license, GNU (General Pu li à Li e se ,à alsoà k o à asà op left.à B à sta ti gà GNU,à "tall a à eatedà aà li e seà whereby he kept the copyright of his code while allowing free distribution, provided that su hàf eedo à asàe te dedàtoàe e àuse à Cole a ,à :à .àI àothe à o ds,àheà used theà eapo sàofàhisà e e ies àagainst them.
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After Linux (a UNIX-based operating system developed by Linus Torvalds) 4 first arrived on the scene in 1991, there was a proliferation of voluntary associations inspired by the ideology of free software (Silveira, 2004) . At the same time, from the early 1990s programmers and hackers alike became more and more acquainted with the laws governing free software and Intellectual Property Rights so as to protect themselves against them.
These laws and regulations were becoming increasingly far-reaching and restrictive, while copyleft evolved in the opposite direction, and in doing so brought insecurity to the big 2 á o di gàtoàCole a à :à ,àtheàsou eà odeàisàtheà setàofàu de l i gàfunctions that make computer p og a sà o k. à O eà a à alsoà defi eà ità asà aà setà ofà o dsà o à s olsà itte à i à a ào de l ,à logi alà fashio ,à o tai i gà i st u tio sà i à o eà ofà theà e isti gà p og a i gà la guages. à á essedà o à .02.2014 at http://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Código_fonte. 3 Theà GNUà Ma ifesto,à hi hà a ksà theà egi i gà ofà theà F eeà "oft a eà Mo e e t,à listsà fou à f eedo s à itsà followers are supposed to respect in the process of sharing software produ tio :à Theà f eedo à toà u à theà p og a ,àfo àa àpu pose à f eedo à# ;à Theàf eedo àtoàstud àho àtheàp og a à o ks,àa dàadaptàitàtoà ou à eeds à f eedo à # ;à[…]à Theàf eedo àtoà edist i uteà opiesà soà ouà a àhelpà ou à eigh o à f eedo à # ;à Theà f eedo to improve the program, and release your improvements to the public, so that the whole o u it à e efits à F eedo à# à Mu illo,à :à . 4 An operating system developed by Bell Labs, UNIX laid the foundations for the development of the Internet (Castells, 2001: 16 Briefly put, unlike proprietary software, the culture of free software is based on practices and values that, while differing markedly from those of copyright-protected software, also permit interconnections with the logic of the latter, as is the case with Open Source Software. Thusà theà disti ti eà ha a te à ofà f eeà soft a e à asà u de stoodà à"tall a à a dà MSL has a lot more to do with ideological issues than with technical differences, since both types share the same historical and social roots and a number of core values built around the idea of freedom.
According to the information available on SourceForge.net, the largest repository of open source code on the Internet, there were 180,000 registered projects and 1.9 million registered users in 2008 (Johnson, 2010) . In 2003 there were about 400,000 free software developers from more than 90 countries (Silveira, 2003 (Miranda et al., 2008) .
At the same time, some of the most important contributions in the history of free software culture, with an impact at both the social and economic level, have been reflected in the changes effected by this culture since it first emerged, both in the institutional sphere -with the creation of the GNU license within the existing legal framework -and in the organizational and technological spheres. The innovative nature of the latter changes is particularly noticeable in the way the Internet evolved.
The Internet and the contributions of free software
As pointed out by Castells (2001) , the Internet could never have originated in the business world. This becomes obvious when we think that in its early years, in the 1960s and 1970s, its technology was too bold and required very high investment costs, and thus it was incompatible with organizations driven by profit and short-or medium-term returns. Only the state could afford the huge resources and the risks involved in launching the Internet, which explains why it emerged in the political and military climate of Cold War America. At the time the United States government was committed to mobilizing research resources in asso iatio à ithàtheà ou t sàa ade i ài stitutio s,àitsàgoalà ei gàtoàa hie eàte h ologi alà and military superiority over the Soviet Union.
The beginnings of this trajectory cannot be fully understood unless mention is made of the unwonted encounter, in US research laboratories, between big science and the libertarian countercultural trends that shaped the first decades of the second half of the 20 th e tu .àThatà u likel ài te se tio à Castells,à 2001: 17) established a link between, on the one hand, the cutting-edge scientific research carried out by the academic elite at US 5 For a discussion of these advantages and benefits, see below.
universities -which tended to work on large, government-funded military projects -and on the other a culture or an ideology based on the unwavering defense of individual freedom and a systemati àdist ustàofàgo e e t à ibidem: 33).
Thus, one decisive step toward building the computer networks that were to give rise to the Internet was the creation of a community of users, made up mostly of students and academic researchers, who used the UNIX operating system. This is how UNIX became the lingua franca of most computer science departments, and students soon became adept at its manipulation. (Castells, 2001: 13) Here we can observe how the free software culture had a direct influence not only in the creation of UNIX -a program that was to play a crucial role in the development of Internet technology -but also in the structuring of a number of networks characterized by flexibility and by practices of free sharing of information among its users. Similarly, as seen above, the development of UNIX-based Linux was to raise awareness, among hackers and geeks at first, and later in the business community and society in general, of the full potential of shared production, which is a hallmark of the universe of software production.
Moreover, although the exponential expansion of the Internet did not take place until the s,à he àp i atizatio àtu edàtheà e àte h olog ài toàaàt ul à glo alà et o k, its rapid spread throughout society was not caused by the advent of commercial operations alone, since
[…]à à àtheàI te età asà stillàdiffi ultàtoàuseà fo àtheàu i itiated. There was very limited graphic transmission capability, and it was extremely hard to locate and retrieve information. A new technological leap allowed the diffusion of the Internet into the mainstream of society: the design of a new application, the world wide web,ào ga izi gàtheàI te etàsites à o te tà à information rather than by location, then providing users with an easy search system to locate the desired information. (Castells, 2010: 50) Theà à o sistsà ofà aà o se /editi gà p og a à asedà o à the logic of hypertext and ulti ediaà te h ologies,à he eà theà soft a e sà audio isualà atu e.à O eà eated,à ità asà immediately distributed throughout the net, free of charge (ibidem: 51). From the moment it was launched under a copyleft license, many hackers began developing their own browsers, seeking in many cases to explore their future business potential. Conversely, until the dawn of the 21 st century the web -the graphical portion of the Internet -was dominated by large commercial portals such as Yahoo! and America Online (AOL), both launched in the US in 1996, and Universo Online (UOL), released that same year in Brazil. The market for HTML 6 programming and for website and webpage designing went through a period of dramatic growth at around the same time.
Thus, during theà e sàfi stàphase,àInternet users were primarily receivers and consumers of information, products and services made available by companies and other entities (Campos, 2009 ). Since around the beginning of the 21 st century, however, the general attitude of major content providers, Internet companies, and users themselves changed sharply in comparison to that early period, which became known as Web 1.0. Thus, the history of the development of the Internet serves to illustrate the idea that innovations tend to cause companies to move beyond their own horizons and resort to a astà et o kàofà olla o ato s,à in a structure that is similar to a highly diverse and complex ecosystem, [a d]à hoseà o e ialàdi e sio àisà utào eàofàitsà a àfa ets à á bix, 2010:
171). As far as the Internet is concerned, the organizational, production and distribution logic underlying the world of free software, rather than going against the development st ategiesàofàtheà e àe o o àp o edàesse tialài àfoste i gàthoseàstrategies, even when it was not primarily driven by economic gain -as is the case with proprietary software production and large Internet companies.
Free software culture, innovation and development: I a d e o d the ew e o o
The idea of innovation is inseparable from the development strategies designed to ensure With these definitions in mind, it seems appropriate, as a first step, to look into the potential and limits of free software culture with regard to the promotion of development.
Our point of departure will be the idea of innovation in an environment of economic competition, where the production of new knowledge is used as the chief raw material of the innovative process. Next this culture will be analyzed from another angle: that of innovation understood in a broader sense, i.e., not confined within the current prevailing model of economic and technological development, but focused, instead, on overcoming the reproduction of the asymmetries and exclusions that define the dynamics whereby information and knowledge, both specialized and non-specialized, are produced and disseminated (Albagli and Maciel, 2011 On the other hand, the greatest potential of this new networked system of which Benkler speaks, lies mostly in the unprecedented possibility of exchanging a very large and diverse amount of information at a low cost. For this to happen, existing conditions must allow the proliferation of sustainable collaborations and resource sharing among individuals and groups who are in a position to be independent producers, based on models such as copyleft and commons, instead of the institutional arrangements confined to toda sà p e aili gà notions of property. These, for Benkler (2006) , are the positive traits of the current period in comparison with previous production systems, as well as its major advantages in terms of generating wealth and development.
In view of these traits, the permission to freely modify the source code of open source software in a competitive market amounts to a number of advantages over proprietary software, which tends do be confined by the constraints of intellectual property rights. In such a context, where economic and technological innovation based on the intensive use of knowledge plays a central role, the advantages of free software hinge mainly on the possibility of its being used for the purposes each player in the market sees as best for their interests. For entrepreneurs working with software development, this means, among other gains, the extra advantage of possessing, and also of offering their clients, a variety of customized programs and services (Ferraz, 2002; Mendes, 2006; Guesser, 2011) . By the same token, both the speeding up of the learning process made possible by the access to the source code and its documentation, and the fact that developers participate in various free software production projects -thus tacitly sharing expertise through contact with other professionals -are key factors for promoting innovation in companies that exist in an economy based on intangibles (Mendes, 2006 ).
Furthermore, it should be pointed out that opting for copyleft licensed software does not mean that only this type of program is going to be used. In some companies it is common for it to exist side by side with software protected by intellectual property rights, without the former being affected by this in a negative way. At the same time, the fact that it is no longer necessary to incur the cost of many licenses for operating systems and applications, or to acquire new hardware -because open systems, owing to their enhanced performance, require less processing capacity (Ferraz, 2002; Mendes, 2006; Guesser, 2011) -means that company resources can be redirected so as to invest in innovation rather than financing large corporations through the purchase of proprietary software.
Still, one major hindrance to the spread of free software and the recognition of its potential for generating economic and technological innovation has to do with the way in which the software market structured itself over the last decades, following a pattern of monopolistic expansion. 7 As Guesser (2011) pointedly observes, free software is not synonymous with cost-free software, as its use -even when no customized software had to be developed -inevitably carries costs relating to training, technical support and basic maintenance. Therefore, given that only a few professionals have the skills to work with the programs in question, the lack of competition results in much higher prices being charged for these services than for jobs related to software with a market monopoly, such as the Windows operating system and the application packages that come with it.
It is also important to stress the risks arising from the misappropriation of works generated from free software. These risks arise primarily from the use of the core idea of the sour eà ode,àfollo edà àitsà ei gà losed when new software is rewritten by a developer and incorporated into the idea of the original source code in slightly different form. The new software is then marketed as if it had been wholly created by the new developer under the protection of intellectual property rights (Mendes, 2006) . Therefore, private misappropriation increases the tendency toward the commodification of immaterial goods spearheaded by the large software industries, and is consistent with the logic of capitalism in terms of turning products into commodities, while also not deviating from the pattern of domination of Southern countries by Northern countries (ibidem).
In connection with these issues, it seems appropriate to consider, as part of a bigger picture -though still well within the scope of economic dynamics -the potential of free software culture as it relates to the problems that, according to Amartya Sen (2000: 144) , ha eàtoàdoà ithàtheà i e ualit ài àtheàdist i utio àofàsu sta ti eàf eedo sàa dà apa ilities.
For if, on the one hand, these freedoms and capabilities can be fostered, for example, by the possibility of free trade and free choice of employment under ideal conditions of market competition (Sen, 2000) , on the other hand the absence of said conditions can severely curtail those freedoms and arrest the development of those capabilities, through mechanisms that favor the preservation of property rights and the formation of monopolies.
Free software culture has the capacity to act as a regulator of such distortions, since it can be an important tool to keep markets efficient to the extent that it helps make them more competitive and less monopolistic. By the same token, coordination with government initiatives -as is the case in Brazil, with the establishment of technical committees aimed at coordinating the planning and implementation of free software -can pave the way for its products and services, encourage the development of local technology, and promote free competition among suppliers (Miranda et al., 2008) .
Specifically regarding the distribution of capabilities, i.e., the potential to use not only income, but a variety of means such as knowledge (Sen, 2000) , the technical properties of free software have the advantage of enabling increased interconnectivity and flexibility in the access to and exchange of resources at a low cost by a virtually unlimited number of individuals, as envisaged by Benkler (2006) in his networked production model. In order for this to occur, however, the technical properties need to work in tandem with non-digitalnamely social and cultural -variables aimed at a better distribution of power in society "asse ,à .àI àlightàofàthis,àtheà ultu e àu de l i gàope àsou eàa dàitsàp odu tsàp o esà vital, because the values and interests that define it allow for the technical capabilities that characterize these programs to be combined with the imperative to develop human capabilities to the full.
Thus the debate on free software development should take us beyond a mere consideration of the possibilities and limits pertaining to the competitive environment of markets and technological innovation. Another kind of analytical angle is then necessary.
According to this second approach, the question of inequality in the distribution of substantive freedoms and capabilities calls for a rethinking of the narrow definitions of innovation as used in the realms of the market and technology, so that we can move toward a àu de sta di gàofàtheà o ept sàfullà ea i g.
From this perspective, the idea of innovation may be broadly defined as any action/initiative meant to create something novel for the purpose of solving problems or providing for the needs of individuals and/or groups, based on practical and/or theoretical knowledge -i àothe à o ds,ài à o so a eà ithàaàgi e àso iet sà te ito / ultu e àstageàofà technical development and knowledge at a given historical moment (Baumgarten & Santos de Lima, 2014) . It is therefore related to the notion of development, not in the customary sense of progress (viewed as a linear, unequivocal transformation process), but rather as a historical shift toward solving multiple problems and social needs (ibidem). Besides, this approach brings to the fore the capacity individuals and groups have to organize themselves in order to achieve social gains and a (re)distribution of power, which to a large extent depend on how well-informed they are and their level of education -that is, on the distribution of knowledge (Maciel, 2005) .
Based on this broadened conception of innovation, it becomes possible to devote all the potential of the culture of free software and related products to the preservation of the substantive freedoms and the distribution of capabilities, in pursuit of correspondingly broader goals, which is to say, with the aim of creating social opportunities.
The possibility of creating such opportunities becomes fairly clear when free software is viewed as a tool for inclusion and the reduction of social inequalities, and when the latter is seen in terms of bridging the digital divide. But as Warschauer rightly explains, meaningful access to new technologies entails a lot more than providing computer resources such as hardware, software and Internet access, because [it] is embedded in a complex array of factors encompassing physical, digital, human, and social resources and relationships. Content and language, literacy and education, and community and institutional structures must all be taken into account if meaningful access to new technologies is to be provided. (2004: 6) To put it succinctly, contrary to naive notions that tend to focus exclusively on the question of technological dissemination, digital exclusion and inequality do not stem primarily from lack of, or unequal access to, material or immaterial resources strictly pertaining to the realm of information technology, but are rather the result of poor distribution of resources and capabilities in general.
But while it is important to be aware of the limitations of the role of free software in development strategies grounded exclusively on the acquisition of new technological goods, it is also important to point out that the diffusion of NICTs currently in progress is i easi gl à e o i gàaàfa to ài àeithe à st atifi atio àa dà a gi alizatio ào àde elop e t a dàe ualit à Wa s haue ,à :à ). Therefore, the political challenge we are facing, as far as technology is concerned, is inextricable from the expansion of NICT access and use as a social inclusion strategy, although that is not the only task ahead.
Thus, when measures and initiatives are undertaken to promote digital inclusion, the advantages deriving from the freedom to adapt copyleft licensed software -particularly with regard to the possibility of program customization -translate into an opportunity to make adjustments to a wide gamut of social, cultural and economic needs of individuals in different specific contexts (Silveira and Casino, 2003) . For the fact is that, when compared with proprietary software or even with other information technologies, this adaptability is a lot more successful at giving prime focus to the issue ofàso ialàst u tu es,àso ialàp o le s,à social organization, and socialà elatio s à Wa s haue ,à :à ), which are the determining factors behind the asymmetries and the poor distribution of resources and capabilities.
Taking into consideration the needs and interests of users in their particular contexts, free software makes it possible to develop communication, learning and discussion tools truly at the service of those who use them. By doing so, moreover, it opens up important alternatives to the sort of strategies of technology production and dissemination that reproduce social conditions and thus end up inhibiting development in its broader sense: the creation of social opportunities as well as the expansion of human capabilities and quality of life (Sen, 2000) .
Closing remarks
This paper argues that free software culture does not have a secondary role in the context of theà e à e o o . On the contrary, it has played a leading role in the broad range of technological and social changes of the late 20 th century. It has also had, and continues to have, a significant impact on the restructuring of the capitalist economy, as a result of the technical and organizational innovations derived, both directly and indirectly, from such values as freedom and the sharing of information and knowledge.
Furthermore, the potential of free software culture for promoting development in and beyond the context ofà theà e à e o o à p o esà di e sifiedà a dà o siste tà i à ie à ofà current social and economic challenges and needs, both in core regions and in regions less impacted by hegemonic globalization. More precisely, the flexibility of the software under analysis, which is based on the notion of free sharing, makes it adaptable to various contexts, be they economic -with potential benefits in terms of market-driven innovationor socio-cultural -by focusing development on reducing asymmetries, fostering inclusion, and bridging the digital divide.
Given the above, and to the extent that they can be both part of and apart from market dynamics, thus cutting their own semiautonomous path vis-à-vis hegemonic economic imperatives and the interests of governments, free software culture and its products prove to be instrumental not only for expanding substantive freedoms and capabilities but also in terms of obtaining social gains and (re)distributing informational power. As such, they are extremely relevant tools for implementing innovation -in the broad sense of the word -and for promoting Amartya Se sàprinciple of de elop e tàasàf eedo .
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